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From the heart

Heart disease is the primary cause of death for American women.

Almost every minute, a woman in the U.S. dies from heart disease or other cardiovascular conditions,
according to the American Heart Association.

Wife, mother, artist and heart transplant survivor Ginger Zimmerman knows firsthand how it feels to come so
close to being a fatal statistic. Zimmerman was a 32−year−old mother of three when she realized the source
of her drained energy and declining health was a failing heart.

"I had been misdiagnosed for almost four years," says Zimmerman, a Pittsford resident who will be the
keynote speaker at Harbor House of Rochester's "And the BEAT Goes On ..." benefit dinner on Saturday.
"When I was finally diagnosed, as devastating as it was, it was actually a relief."

Zimmerman says doctors in Louisiana, where she lived then, told her that she did not have much time to live;
her heart was functioning at barely 15 percent. She needed a heart transplant. Worse, they told her if she had
been diagnosed only six months earlier, there would have been a better chance to avoid the surgery.

"Preparing for a transplant is very difficult," she says. "You have to make peace with your conscience that
you needing an organ doesn't have anything to do with someone dying. The only comfort for me was to know
that it was in God's hands."

Zimmerman lost her husband within days of her transplant to complications from an injury he received in a
helicopter crash on the way to see his wife before her transplant. One of his organs saved a dentist's life, also
a father of three, who was in the same New Orleans hospital where Zimmerman was recovering.

"He was so young and healthy, the only comfort I had was through faith and being able to honor his wishes
of being an organ donor," she says. "It actually helped me and the children with our grief, to know that in his
death he gave life to several people."

Following her recovery, Zimmerman began advocating around Louisiana for organ donation awareness,
including her own personal experiences in her speeches. Now, 14 years later, she is an international
motivational speaker on the subject. She said she started speaking for the American Heart Association to
promote prevention and a heart−healthy lifestyle and later formed her own public speaking company,
Gingersheart International, LLC.

"Art played a very important role in my recovery, it grounded me," she says. "Now I incorporate my artwork
into my advocacy by donating pieces to be auctioned off at charitable events."

One of her art pieces will be up for auction during the benefit for Harbor House, a place to stay for
out−of−town patients at University of Rochester Medical Center and their families. So will a National
Hockey League jersey and a private flight excursion, among other things.
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"When I toured Harbor House, I just couldn't believe it," Zimmerman says. "It's like staying with family in a
real home. It's cheerful and you have a wonderful support system there."

Zimmerman says she hopes her story will inspire people to consider becoming organ donors and to lead
healthier lifestyles.

"I hope that by sharing my experience, my story, people will stop and really think about their health, their
lives and what is truly important," she says. "I gently remind people of what they already know ... that life is
fragile, life is precious and truly a gift."

DDAVIS11@DemocratandChronicle.com

Twitter: @DonyelleDavis

If you go

What: "And the BEAT Goes On" benefit for the Harbor House of Rochester.

When: 6 p.m. Saturday.

Where: Doubletree Hotel, 1111 Jefferson Road, Henrietta.

Cost: $50.

For information: Call (585) 473−1779 or go to harborhouseofrochester.org.
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